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'Preparing Today's Learner for Tomorrow"

May 13,2021

Dear Students. Parents & Guardians,

All students that will be in grades 5-8 in the upcoming school year (2021-22) will have the
option of enrolling in Visual Arts, Band, Drama or Outdoor Education. For students choosing
options other than Band, we will need to limit the number of students per class and grade 8
students will be given preference over all other students. Students will be asked to number
their choices 1. 2, 3 and 4. We will do our best to accommodate everyone's first or second
choices. The sooner that you return your choice the better chance you will have to get your
first choice. You will be enrolled in the course for the entire school year.

VISUAL ARTS - (grades 5-8) - the creation and construction of projects using a variety of
media such as ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography and others.

BAND - (grades 5-8) - band is a great opportunity to learn a new musical instrument and
develop skills in that instrument along with skills and concepts in music as a broader idea. The
class will explore music of different cultures, explore ideas in beginner musical theory, and
fundamental skills and techniques required to be a well-rounded, musical person. Music
courses arc naturally environments of teamwork as making music as a band requires everyone
to participate and give their best. This class promises to be fun and full of very meaningful
learning. Purchase or rental of a child's instrument will be the responsibility of the parent.

DRAMA - (grades 6-8) - For those students signing up for drama, you will be participating in
a Drama production in the spring similar to the Peter Pan production in 2019. The overarching
goal of the drama curriculLim is to support, nurture and inspire the growth of every student as a
dramatic artist.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION - (preference given to grades 7-8) - A new program being
introduced that will have aspects of orienteering, weather, hiking, snowshoeing, survival, birds
& flight study and several other components.
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